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Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) displays chronic abdominal pain with altered defecation. Most of the patients develop visceral
hypersensitivity possibly resulting from impaired gut barrier and altered gut microbiota. We previously demonstrated that colonic
hyperpermeability with visceral hypersensitivity in animal IBS models, which is mediated via corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF)–Tolllike receptor 4 (TLR4)–proinflammatory cytokine signaling. CRF impairs gut barrier via TLR4. Leaky gut induces bacterial translocation
resulting in dysbiosis, and increases lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Activation of TLR4 by LPS increases the production of proinflammatory
cytokines, which activate visceral sensory neurons to induce visceral hypersensitivity. LPS also activates CRF receptors to further increase
gut permeability. Metabolic syndrome (MS) is a cluster of cardiovascular risk factors, including insulin resistance, obesity, dyslipidemia,
and hypertension, and recently several researchers suggested the possibility that impaired gut barrier and dysbiosis with low-grade
systemic inflammation are involved in MS. Moreover, TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine contributes to the development of insulin
resistance and obesity. Thus, the existence of pathophysiological commonality between IBS and MS is expected. This review discusses
the potential mechanisms of IBS and MS with reference to gut barrier and microbiota, and explores the possibility of existence of a
pathophysiological link between these diseases with a focus on CRF, TLR4, and proinflammatory cytokine signaling. We also review
epidemiological data supporting this possibility, and discuss the potential of therapeutic application of the drugs used for MS to IBS
treatment. This notion may pave the way for exploring novel therapeutic approaches for these disorders.
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Introduction
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) displays chronic abdominal
pain with altered defecation, which is not explained by structural or
biochemical abnormalities, possibly resulting from impaired gastrointestinal (GI) function, such as disturbance of GI motility and visceral hypersensitivity.1 The prevalence of IBS in general population
is between 10% to 20%, and it impairs patients’ quality of life and
has a huge economic impact including direct costs of health care
use and indirect costs of absenteeism from work.1 IBS is a stressrelated functional GI disorder, and stress significantly impacts on
the development of IBS symptoms by altering colonic sensorimotor
function.2,3 Corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF), which is a main
molecule mediating stress-induced enhanced colonic motility and
visceral hypersensitivity, is thought to be a vital contributor to the
pathophysiology of IBS.2-4
Metabolic syndrome (MS) is a cluster of cardiovascular risk
factors, including insulin resistance, obesity, dyslipidemia and hypertension, and it remains a major cause of mortality and morbidity.5 Recently, it has been shown that gut significantly contributes to
the pathophysiology of MS, ie, altered gut microbiota and leaky gut
with low-grade systemic inflammation,6 and chronic inflammationinduced insulin resistance is thought to be a crucial mechanism of
MS.7 Additionally, lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-induced metabolic
endotoxemia, and activation of Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) followed by increased production of proinflammatory cytokines are
known to contribute to the development of insulin resistance and
obesity.6,8
At the same time, it has been generally accepted the importance
of altered microbiota and impaired gut integrity in the IBS pathophysiology.9,10 Moreover, we have shown that leaky gut manifested
by colonic hyperpermeability observed in animal IBS models is
mediated via TLR4 and proinflammatory cytokine signaling.11
Interestingly, CRF modulates TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine
signaling to induce colonic hyperpermeability and visceral hypersensitivity.11
Thus, these lines of evidence may raise the notion that IBS and
MS may have common mechanisms, which are mediated via CRF,
TLR4, and proinflammatory cytokine signaling. In this paper, we
review the mechanisms of IBS and MS with reference to gut barrier
and microbiota, and discuss the commonality of pathophysiological mechanisms of these diseases with a focus on CRF, TLR4, and
proinflammatory cytokine. Finally, the potential of therapeutic application of the drugs used for MS to IBS treatment is also discussed.
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Brain-gut Interaction in Irritable Bowel
Syndrome
Although the definite mechanisms of IBS have not been determined so far, altered GI function along with the disturbance
of bidirectional communication between brain and gut, ie, braingut axis, is thought to be an important contributor to the symptom
generation of IBS.3,12,13 Signal from the brain to gut modulates GI
function, and IBS patients have higher reactivity to stress.14 Stress
induces GI functional changes via CRF signaling, possibly leading to the development and exacerbation of IBS symptoms.2 CRF
is one of the important signaling molecules between brain and gut,
and IBS patients have an exaggerated response to CRF on adrenocorticotropic hormone release and intestinal motility changes.15
Conversely, signal from the gut to brain modulates behavior and
brain function.16 Actually, psychiatric comorbidities such as depression and anxiety are frequently observed in IBS patients.17
Abnormal GI motility and visceral hypersensitivity are known
to be major GI functional changes in IBS, as described before.1
Several studies indicated that abnormal motility patterns are detected in IBS, but they are not constant, and no specific abnormality
has been shown. Furthermore, only few studies have shown a link
between abnormal motility and abdominal pain.18,19
On the other hand, most of the IBS patients display visceral hypersensitivity,20,21 and visceral pain threshold is correlated with IBS
symptom severity.22 Additionally, we previously showed that stressinduced visceral hypersensitivity is a reliable marker for IBS.23
Thus, visceral hypersensitivity has been now generally accepted to
be one of the most important pathophysiological features of IBS.19,24

Impaired Gut Barrier and Activated Immune
System in Irritable Bowel Syndrome
In addition to these GI sensorimotor abnormalities, the importance of an impaired gut barrier associated with abnormal immune response in the pathophysiology of IBS has been recently
recognized.2 Abnormal gut integrity manifested by increased gut
permeability has been found in IBS.10,25 Gut hyperpermeability
induces bacterial translocation, followed by activation of immune
system leading to inflammation. In this process, LPS is released
and triggers to produce proinflammatory cytokines via TLR4.26
Actually, the increased levels of plasma proinflammatory cytokines
and serum LPS are observed in IBS.26-28 Moreover, LPS-induced
stimulation of proinflammatory cytokine release from peripheral
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blood mononuclear cells is enhanced in IBS, and higher symptoms
severity such as urgency, diarrhea, etc, is associated with higher
cytokine response induced by LPS.29 We previously demonstrated
that LPS, interleukin (IL)-1β, and IL-6 induce visceral hypersensitivity,30 suggesting that these inflammatory processes cause visceral
pain in IBS.
At the same time, increased infiltration of mast cells in the gut
mucosa is observed in IBS, and mast cell mediators, such as histamine and tryptase, which can increase gut permeability, are also
increased in the colon of IBS.10 Additionally, mast cells have TLR4,
and its activation increases the production of proinflammatory cytokines.31 Moreover, immunocytes such as macrophage and T cells
are also reported to be increased in IBS.32
Although visceral hypersensitivity is thought to result from
multifactorial processes,24 impaired gut barrier may be one of the
causes. Knockdown of occludin, which is one of the tight junction proteins (TJPs) maintaining gut epithelial barrier, induces
intestinal hyperpermeability with visceral hypersensitivity in mice.33
Moreover, we have recently confirmed that visceral hypersensitivity
occurs associated with colonic hyperpermeability without exception in several IBS models,11,34-39 which may further support the
notion above. Therefore, impaired gut barrier with enhanced LPS
(TLR4)–proinflammatory cytokine signaling causing visceral hypersensitivity is thought to be a vital mechanism of IBS.

Corticotropin-releasing Factor and Irritable
Bowel Syndrome
CRF is a principal initiator of stress response, which is released
from the hypothalamus. CRF stimulates the pituitary-adrenal axis,
and modulates behavior and autonomic nervous system activity to
regulate GI function.2 Additionally, the expression of CRF receptors and ligands are detected in peripheral organs including GI
tract, and peripheral CRF signaling is also activated under stress
conditions.3
Both brain and peripheral CRF modify GI motility, and
stress-induced altered GI motility is well known to be mediated via
CRF.2,3 Fukudo et al,15 showed that peripheral administration of
CRF also impairs intestinal motility in humans, and this response is
exaggerated in IBS patients.
Furthermore, CRF induces visceral hypersensitivity in animals
and human,2,3,40 and stress, such as restraint or water avoidance
stress (WAS) causes visceral hypersensitivity, which is inhibited by
CRF antagonists.3 CRF also increases gut permeability,2 and neonatal maternal deprivation, restraint stress, or WAS-induced colonic

hyperpermeability is mediated via CRF.11,41-44
CRF and its related peptides, urocortins (Ucns) exert their
action through the activation of 2 receptors, CRF receptor type 1
(CRF1) and type 2 (CRF2).45,46 Each CRF receptor has a distinct
role. Stress-induced enhanced colonic motility and visceral hypersensitivity are CRF1-dependent, and CRF2 inhibits these CRF1triggered responses, and the activity balance of each subtype signaling determines the colonic functions in response to stress, which is
designated as balance theory of CRF signaling.3,47
Interestingly, we have recently demonstrated that both increased colonic permeability and visceral hypersensitivity induced
by CRF are mediated via TLR4 and IL-1.11 Moreover, LPS or
repeated WAS induces colonic hyperpermeability and visceral hypersensitivity via CRF, TLR4, IL-1, and IL-6.11,30,48 Furthermore,
activation of TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine signaling by CRF
is CRF1-dependent, and stimulation of CRF2 blocks it, which follows the balance theory of CRF signaling.11,30 Therefore, CRF–
TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine signaling is considered to be a
key pathway to impair gut barrier to induce visceral hypersensitivity,
and the CRF signaling balance may be abnormally shifted to CRF1
in IBS.3
Incidentally, mast cells have CRF receptors, and CRF triggers
to release chemical mediators, such as serotonin, cytokines, etc,49
which may also contribute to impaired gut barrier and visceral hypersensitivity.10,50

Altered Gut Microbiota in Irritable Bowel
Syndrome
Ample evidence suggests that altered microbiota plays a pivotal role in the IBS pathophysiology. Several studies have shown
the alteration in gut microbiota in IBS.51 Moreover, the severity of
symptoms of IBS is negatively associated with microbial richness in
the gut.52 In animal studies, chronic stress models such as maternal
separation and repeated WAS, which are also known to be IBS
models displaying visceral hypersensitivity, can alter gut microbiota
composition.53,54 Additionally, this microbial imbalance, ie, dysbiosis
is mediated via increasing circulating LPS and proinflammatory
cytokines levels,55,56 disrupting the intestinal barrier,57 and increasing the activity of the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis
triggered by CRF.58 These lines of evidence suggest that impaired
gut barrier via activated CRF–TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine
system may alter microbiota, and consequently causes visceral hypersensitivity.
On the other hand, microbiota and their metabolites are one of
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and helps in maintenance of gut barrier function.60 We previously
demonstrated that intracolonic instillation of butyrate can inhibit
repeated WAS-induced visceral hypersensitivity and colonic hyperpermeability in rats.38 Moreover, butyrate also blocks these GI

the main contributors to the integrity of gut epithelial barrier, and
dysbiosis can disrupt the epithelial barrier to increase gut permeability.59 Butyrate, which is one of the short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) derived from gut bacteria, increases the expression of TJPs
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the candidate mechanisms of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) with a focus on corticotropin-releasing factor

(CRF), Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), and proinflammatory cytokine signaling. Hypothalamus−pituitary−adrenal (HPA) axis is activated by
stress, which is triggered by CRF. Cortisol is produced from the adrenals to alter microbiota, and impairs gut barrier via modifying tight junction
protein (TJP). Bacterial metabolites including short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) also modify gut barrier integrity, and modulate brain and behavior
via the vagus and/or directly acting brain through circulation, thereby possibly causing psychiatric comorbidities, which frequently occurs in IBS.
CRF is also released from peripheral tissue including gastrointestinal (GI) tract triggered by stress, and acts peripheral CRF receptors. Peripheral
CRF secretion is controlled by the brain possibly via the autonomic nerve. Activation of peripheral CRF receptors modifies TJP via TLR4 to
increase colonic permeability. Then, bacterial translocation occurs leading to dysbiosis, and increases lipopolysaccharide (LPS). In turn, LPS activates TLR4 in immune cells to trigger the production of proinflammatory cytokines, which induce visceral hypersensitivity through the activation
of visceral afferents, and impair gut barrier via modifying TJP. At the same time, mast cells having CRF receptors and TLR4, release chemical
mediators including proinflammatory cytokines triggered by CRF and LPS, which can also induce these GI changes. LPS and proinflammatory
cytokines can enter the circulation to act brain to alter emotion and cognition, which possibly contribute to psychiatric comorbidities in IBS. Moreover, proinflammatory cytokine also stimulates the secretion of CRF from hypothalamus leading to the activation of HPA axis. Additionally, LPS
activates peripheral CRF receptors to further increase colonic permeability. Thus, CRF and TLR4−proinflammatory cytokine signaling create a
vicious cycle resulting in leaky gut and dysbiosis to cause the symptoms of IBS. ACTH, adrenocorticotropic hormone.
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changes induced by CRF or LPS.38 At the same time, Zhang et
al,61 reported that repeated WAS decreases occludin expression with
reduced butyrate-producing microbiota, and this change of TJP
is reversed by the supplementation of butyrate-producing bacteria.
Additionally, the microbiota from IBS patients induces visceral hypersensitivity in germ-free rats, while the microbiota from healthy
individuals does not.62
Thus, microbiota can alter gut barrier via their metabolites,
which seems to be one of the mechanisms that dysbiosis impairs gut
barrier. In other words, altered microbiota and impaired gut barrier
are thought to be a cause and consequent, which are mediated via
CRF–TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine signaling.

The Candidate Mechanisms of Irritable Bowel Syndrome With a Focus on Corticotropinreleasing Factor, Toll-like Receptor 4, and
Proinflammatory Cytokine Signaling
As described before, repeated WAS induces visceral hypersensitivity and colonic hyperpermeability in rats.11,30 Moreover, we
also demonstrated that peripheral injection of LPS or CRF mimics
these GI changes, which simulates IBS pathophysiology. These GI
changes in the IBS models above are mediated by CRF, TLR4,
IL-1, and IL-6.11,30 According to these results, together with the
evidence demonstrated so far, we speculate the candidate mechanisms of IBS as follows (Fig. 1).
Stress activates central CRF signaling to stimulate HPA axis.
Cortisol is released from adrenals to alter microbiota.58 Additionally, cortisol also impairs gut barrier via modifying TJP.63 SCFAs
produced by bacterial fermentation of dietary fiber also change gut
barrier integrity.38 Bacterial metabolites including SCFAs modulate
brain and behavior via the vagus, and directly act on brain through
circulation, which possibly causes comorbid psychiatric illness in
IBS.64
Peripheral CRF signaling is also activated by stress. The expression of CRF receptors and ligands are detected in various cells
such as neuronal cells (enteric nervous system), enterochromaffin
cells, and immune cells (mast cells, macrophages, dendritic cells,
lymphocytes) in the colon.3,65,66 Although the mechanism of brain
control of peripheral CRF secretion remains to be determined, the
autonomic neural pathway is plausible.67 Activation of peripheral
CRF receptors alters TJP via TLR4, causing colonic hyperpermeability.11,68 Impaired gut barrier induces bacterial translocation resulting in activation of local the immune system to induce dysbiosis
and increase LPS. In turn, LPS activates TLR4 in immune cells

including mast cells to trigger the production of proinflammatory
cytokines, which induce visceral hypersensitivity,30 possibly through
the activation of visceral afferent neurons.69 The proinflammatory
cytokines also increase gut permeability via modifying TJP.70 At the
same time, CRF facilitates to release chemical mediators including
proinflammatory cytokines from the mast cells,49 which can induce
visceral hypersensitivity and impair gut barrier.10,50
LPS and proinflammatory cytokines can enter the circulation
to act on the brain, which possibly may alter emotion and cognition.71,72 Moreover, proinflammatory cytokines act centrally in the
brain to stimulate the secretion of CRF leading to activation of the
HPA axis.73 Additionally, LPS not only stimulates TLR4 but also
activates peripheral CRF receptors to cause colonic hyperpermeability.30
Thus, CRF and TLR4−proinflammatory cytokine signaling
create a vicious cycle to activate each other, resulting in impaired gut
barrier and dysbiosis to cause the symptoms of IBS.

Is There a Link Between Irritable Bowel
Syndrome and Metabolic Syndrome?
Recently, an importance of pathophysiological role of altered
microbiota and impaired gut barrier has been recognized in MS
similar to IBS.

Impaired Gut Barrier and Dysbiosis: Role of Toll-like
Receptor 4–Proinflammatory Cytokines in Metabolic
Syndrome
It is well known that high-fat diet (HFD) induces MS. Although the mechanisms have not been precisely determined, HFD
causes dysbiosis, leading to the impairment of the gut barrier.74,75
Butyrate derived from gut bacteria is involved in the maintenance
of gut barrier, as described before,60 and HFD-induced dysbiosis
reduces the production of butyrate in the gut.76 Additionally, oral
supplementation of butyrate improves MS and dysbiosis induced
by HFD in mice.77 In this context, HFD-induced reduction of butyrate may be one of the causes of leaky gut, which may be involved
in MS.
Impaired gut barrier by HFD induces bacterial translocation,
which can alter microbiota and activate the immune system to produce LPS. LPS, in turn reaches the systemic circulation, which is
called metabolic endotoxemia,8 to cause low-grade inflammation
and activate proinflammatory cytokine signaling via systemic TLR4
(Fig. 2).74,78 It was demonstrated that dysbiosis, increased intestinal
inflammation, and decreased expression of TJP by HFD were
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of mechanisms of metabolic syndrome with special reference to Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) and proinflammatory
cytokine signaling. High-fat diet impairs gut barrier to induce bacterial translocation resulting in dysbiosis. At the same time, dysbiosis reduces gut
barrier integrity via the metabolites produced by gut bacteria. Additionally, this change activates the immune system to induce lipopolysaccharide
(LPS). LPS activates systemic TLR4 to produce proinflammatory cytokines, resulting in low-grade inflammation, which causes insulin resistance.
LPS triggers facilitatation to recruit macrophages into adipose tissue, and activates macrophages and adipocytes via TLR4 to induce local inflammation in adipose tissues. Under this condition, macrophages increase lipolysis through the release of proinflammatory cytokines to produce free
fatty acids (FFAs). FFAs are delivered and accumulated in distant organs such as the liver and skeletal muscle, which can induce inflammation via
TLR4, leading to insulin resistance. Among these FFAs, saturated FAs act as a ligand for TLR4 in both macrophages and adipocytes to increase
the secretion of proinflammatory cytokines, which also contribute to insulin resistance. Additionally, insulin resistance at adipose tissue increases lipolysis, leading to increased release of FFAs. At the same time, oxidized low-density lipoprotein (LDL) is produced by oxidative stress induced by
metabolic endotoxemia, and also activates TLR4 to produce proinflammatory cytokines, which is associated with insulin resistance. Thus, insulin
resistance and inflammation cause a vicious cycle to induce each other via TLR4.

not observed in TLR4-deficient mice.79 These results suggest that
dysbiosis and leaky gut induced by HFD may result from activated
TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine signaling.
Obesity and insulin resistance are accompanied by low-grade
inflammation,7,80 and TLR4 signaling is one of the main triggers of
the obesity-induced inflammatory response.78 The elevated circulating levels of LPS and proinflammatory cytokines are observed
in obese individuals.81,82 The expression of TLR4 is increased in
muscle, visceral fat, and liver in obese and MS subjects.83 As macrophages having TLR4 infiltrate into these organs in obese subjects, increased expression of TLR4 is thought to be mainly due to
macrophages.84,85
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Infiltration of macrophages into adipose tissue is triggered
by LPS,86 and macrophages interact with adipocytes to produce
proinflammatory cytokines,87,88 thereby contributing to insulin resistance.8 Additionally, TLR4 is highly expressed in adipocytes, and
adipocytes per se produce proinflammatory cytokines triggered by
LPS.89

Fatty Acids and Oxidized Low-density Lipoprotein
Activate Toll-like Receptor 4 Signaling in Metabolic
Syndrome
Macrophages in adipose tissue can increase lipolysis through
the release of proinflammatory cytokines, resulting in increased pro-
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duction of free fatty acids (FAAs).90 Then, the delivery of FFAs to
the liver and skeletal muscle is increased, thereby causing the excessive accumulation of FFAs in these tissues. This change can induce
inflammation via TLR4 signaling, leading to insulin resistance.91-94
At the same time, insulin resistance in adipose tissue increases lipolysis to facilitate the release of FFAs. Thus, insulin resistance and
inflammation cause a vicious cycle to induce each other via TLR4
(Fig. 2).
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease is defined as the ectopic accumulation of fat in the liver, not due to alcohol consumption, and is
regarded as a hepatic manifestation of MS. Not only Kupffer cells,
resident liver macrophages, but also stellate cells and hepatocytes
express TLR4, and several studies demonstrated that TLR4 signaling plays a crucial role in this disease progression.95 At the same
time, skeletal muscle cells have also TLR4 to produce proinflammatory cytokines in response to LPS.92,93
Among fatty acids (FAs) released from adipocytes triggered
by macrophages, saturated FAs can act as a ligand for TLR4.96
Saturated FAs can activate TLR4 in both macrophages and adipocytes in adipose tissue to increase the secretion of proinflammatory
cytokines, which possibly cause inflammation and are responsible
for insulin resistance.78,97,98 Moreover, it was reported that dietary
saturated FAs are associated with MS, and TLR4 signaling is necessary for saturated FAs to induce insulin resistance and obesity in
animal models.99 Additionally, pharmacological inhibition of TLR4
inhibits fat-induced insulin resistance in rats.100
The association of MS and oxidative stress, a condition resulting from an imbalance between oxidant and antioxidant biological
agents, has been known,101 and metabolic endotoxemia can elicit oxidative stress.102 Incidentally, the elevation of small and low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) is common in MS, and these particles are easily
oxidized by oxidative stress in MS, thereby producing oxidized
LDL, which is atherogenic lipids.96 Oxidized LDL can activate
TLR4 signaling such as saturated FAs, leading to the expression
of proinflammatory cytokines,96 and high oxidized LDL levels are
known to be associated with insulin resistance.103
These lines of evidence suggest that impaired gut barrier and
dysbiosis with activation of TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine
signaling by microbial LPS and non-microbial substances such as
saturated FAs and oxidized LDL can cause insulin resistance to
contribute to the pathophysiology of MS.

Fatty Acids and Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Polyunsaturated FAs also alter the activity of TLR4 signaling,
and are involved in the risk of MS. Polyunsaturated FAs consist of

2 families (ω-3 and ω-6), and a high ratio of dietary ω-3/ω-6 polyunsaturated FAs improves insulin resistance with decreased levels
of circulating proinflammatory cytokines, and reduces TLR4 in
skeletal muscle in both protein and gene levels in rats.104
Interestingly, there are several studies suggesting that FAs also
play a role in the pathophysiology of IBS. Neonatal maternal separation induces visceral hypersensitivity and impairs gut barrier,105,106
and also increases plasma ω-6/ω-3 polyunsaturated FAs ratio.107
Moreover, Chua et al,108 recently reported that higher proportions
of plasma saturated FAs and lower proportion of total ω-3 polyunsaturated FAs are associated with IBS.

Corticotropin-releasing Factor and Metabolic
Syndrome
CRF and its related peptides are shown to be one of the key
regulators of energy balance, and seem to contribute to the pathophysiology of MS. Genetic deletion of CRF2 increases energy expenditure with increased insulin sensitivity in HFD-induced obese
mice.109 Ucn 3 is a selective ligand for CRF2,110 and Ucn 3-null
mice display improved insulin resistance increased by HFD diets.111
Moreover, overexpression of Ucn 3 in the hypothalamus reduces
insulin sensitivity.112 Additionally, stress-induced hypercortisolism,
which is triggered by CRF, possibly mediates visceral obesity with
insulin resistance and plays a pathophysiological role in MS.113,114
The evidence showing the role of CRF in the pathophysiology of MS has been scarce so far. However, as LPS activates CRF
signaling, and CRF stimulates TLR4, as described before,11,30
metabolic endotoxemia, ie, high levels of LPS in blood observed
in MS may activate CRF signaling, which may be involved in the
pathophysiology of MS. Further studies are needed to explore this
issue.

Evidence for Pathophysiological Commonality
Between Irritable Bowel Syndrome and Metabolic
Syndrome
In addition to the evidence above, there are several results
which may also support the existence of pathophysiological commonality between IBS and MS. HFD-induced obesity increases
expression of TLR4 in both brain and peripheral tissue with the
increased level of proinflammatory cytokines, thereby causing visceral hypersensitivity in mice,115 suggesting the possibility that MS
patients display visceral hypersensitivity like IBS via TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine signaling.
There have been several epidemiological studies investigating
whether there is an association between obesity and IBS. Although
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the results are not fully consistent, the majority of these studies
reported that prevalence of IBS was higher in obese subjects.116
Moreover, some studies also showed that weight loss intervention
relieved the abdominal symptom severity in obese subjects with
IBS.117 Lee, et al,118 demonstrated that increased visceral fat, but
not subcutaneous fat was associated with an increased risk of IBS.
As abdominal obesity, ie, increased visceral fat is one of the most
prevalent manifestations of MS,119 this result may further support
the notion that IBS and MS have a common mechanism. Conversely, there is also evidence that the frequency of MS is increased
in IBS.120,121
On the basis of the evidence above, obesity or MS and IBS
may be linked. However, it should be noted that these results do
not always mean that activated TRL4–proinflammatory cytokine
signaling is a common pathophysiological mechanism of MS and
IBS. Several researchers showed that obese subjects had altered GI
motility,122,123 which can cause the symptoms of IBS. Additionally,
there is another possibility that a significant portion of IBS patients
complains of food intolerance,124 which may affect the dietary pattern, thereby increasing frequency of MS.125 Further studies are
needed to explore the mechanisms of link between IBS and MS.

The Drugs Used to Treat Metabolic Syndrome May Also Be Effective for Irritable
Bowel Syndrome
Based on this notion, we conjectured that the drugs used for
MS and its components may also display favorable effects for IBS.
Some of these drugs have pleiotropic effects contributing to reduce
the risk of cardiovascular events, which are independent of primary
action. It is well demonstrated that proinflammatory cytokines are
associated with the risk of coronary heart disease independent of
conventional risk factors.126 Thus, we attempted to determine the
effects of several drugs used for MS having anti-cytokine properties, in visceral sensation and gut barrier in IBS models.
We found that liraglutide (a glucagon-like peptide-1 analog),
pioglitazone, metformin, lovastatin (a β-Hydroxy β-methylglutarylCoA reductase inhibitor), and losartan (an angiotensin II type 1
receptor antagonist), which are prescribed for MS and its components, and all have anti-cytokine properties, blocked visceral hypersensitivity, and colonic hyperpermeability in IBS models, such as
CRF, LPS, and repeated WAS.34-36,39,127 These results may further
support the existence of link between IBS and MS via a common
pathophysiological mechanism, ie, CRF–TLR4–proinflammatory
cytokine signaling. Moreover, the results also suggest that these
180

drugs for MS may improve the symptoms of IBS.
As the precise mechanisms of IBS have not been determined,
only symptomatic treatments are the main in clinical practice.
According to the evidence described above, inhibition of CRF–
TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine signaling is considered to be a
novel approach for the treatment for IBS. However, biopharmaceutical agents to inhibit proinflammatory cytokine cannot be used
because of their cost and side effects. Since these tested drugs above
are widely prescribed, their application to IBS treatment seems not
to be difficult. Large scale clinical trials to explore the effectiveness
of these drugs in IBS treatment are needed in the future. Additionally, our results also suggest the possibility that these drugs may reduce the risk of cardiovascular events by improving the gut barrier
via inhibiting proinflammatory cytokine signaling other than the
primary mechanism.

Conclusions
IBS and MS may have common pathophysiology, ie, leaky gut
and altered microbiota with activation of CRF–TLR4–proinflammatory cytokine signaling. This notion may pave the way for the
development of novel treatment of IBS and MS, and help in a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of these diseases.
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